As an extruder, we strive to produce the finest polypropylene corrugated sheets in North America. Our sheets are produced with tight tolerances and pass through multiple quality control checks before leaving our facility. 100% recyclable (PP5) and sustainable, our standard stock sheets are 48 x 96c in white, blue or black material ranging in thicknesses from 2mm - 10mm. Custom colors, sizes and densities are not a problem, just give us a call for a quote.

With over 65 years of fabrication and assembly experience, we strive to exceed our customers expectations for top quality die cutting and finishing. With a variety of machinery capable of producing up to 3000 impressions per hour, CoolSeal has the ability to meet your die cutting expectations cost-effectively. As the only manufacturer in North America with the ability to thermally die cut polypropylene sheet goods, this exclusive process allows us to set scores and bond the flutes, providing for a clean edge ready for assembly. High speed flexographic printing also sets us apart from the competition, allowing us to print UV inks directly to our plastic corrugated sub straights.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT US AT
COOLSEAL USA
232 J STREET
AMPOINTE INDUSTRIAL PARK
PERRYSBURG, OH 43551
(419) 666-1111
WWW.COOLSEALUSA.COM